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MESSAGE FROM OUR FOUNDER, KRIS LINDAHL:

Welcome to the pandemic edition of our weekly market insights. Global financial markets are seemingly in free
fall as Covid-19 creates economic uncertainty, and we may be in for a year that makes 2008 look like a pre-
quake as Wall Street suffered its worst day since Black Monday in 1987. The Fed has responded, interest rates
are near zero, and a fresh $1.5 trillion in national debt is ready to prop up the over-leveraged US economy.

Yet, the Fed can't be too pleased with the markets' initial reaction to the deployment of the QE bazooka. Upon
the Monday morning opening bell, circuit breakers were triggered immediately as the Dow Jones, S&P 500,
and Nasdaq all posted losses of 12%, 10.7%, and 11.5% respectively. The markets have spoken, and they do not
have confidence in government controls on Covid-19.

Even typically safe-haven assets like Gold did not stay immune this time, and we had the unusual occurrence
of our NikolinTM crypto forecasts being invalidated due to the market panic; normally the algo accounts for
market sentiment, but the reaction to the Corona Virus is somewhat ‘off the charts’. This is not a matter of
fear, but patience, as we now have the rare opportunity of just sitting back in cash while waiting for fear to
subside for some lovely investment portfolio discount shopping.
A slight warning while we wait for the bargains, the GBP has tended to show weakness against the Dollar and
Euro in the current environment of investor fear, and we suspect a large drawdown in UK investments by
international investors is responsible for a bearish GBP forecast in the near-term. While we are risk-off on
crypto until NikolinTM recalculates market probabilities, we are bullish on USD and Euro.

Meanwhile, DFC’s decentralised and remote working policy has kept our team safe and prevented any impact
on our operations. We are fully hedged in forex while utilising the Corona isolation to prepare a nice little
shopping list of high growth cryptos and traditional stocks on sale for when the panic subsides.

As Baron Rothschild once remarked, “buy when there’s blood on the streets”, but it seems a little coughing
will do just fine.

http://www.digitalfuturecapital.com/
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Amid Market Downturn,
Number of People Owning 1
BTC Hits New Record

Amid the ongoing crypto
market decline, the number
of crypto wallets containing
one Bitcoin (“BTC”) or more
continues to rise.
According to major analytics
firm, Glassnode, the number
of Bitcoin addresses holding
one or more BTC’s has been
steadily growing and
reached a new all-time high
this year.

Italian Red Cross Launches
Bitcoin Fundraiser to
combat Covid-19 Outbreak

The Italian Red Cross are
raising donations in BTC and
other cryptocurrencies to
fight the country's
coronavirus pandemic with
the support of Helperbit.

Proceeds from the campaign
will reportedly be used to set
up a second-level advanced
medical post for pre-triage
of COVID-19 cases.

FinTech in the United
Kingdom Post Brexit

Big Four audit firm EY
underlined that “FinTech is
an industry that has evolved
beyond its early stages to
significantly move the dial
on customer expectations.”
The adoption rate over the
course of five years for the
six markets studied —
Australia, Canada, Hong
Kong, Singapore, the U.K.
and the United States — has
dramatically surged.
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Quantitative Easing (QE4)
Begins: Fed Cuts Rates,
Buys $700B in Bonds;
Bitcoin Rallies 7.7%

The Fed's return to ZIRP —
zero interest rate policy —
was brought about by the
threat coronavirus is placing
on the U.S. and global
economy. It was done at the
Federal Open Market
Committee's (FOMC)
meeting, which was urgently
moved up to Sunday from a
previously scheduled one on
Tuesday.

https://cointelegraph.com/news/amid-market-downturn-number-of-people-owning-1-btc-hits-new-record
https://cointelegraph.com/bitcoin-price-index
https://cointelegraph.com/news/bitcoin-on-chain-data-suggests-current-price-range-is-a-buy
https://cointelegraph.com/news/italian-red-cross-launches-bitcoin-fundraiser-to-combat-coronavirus
https://cointelegraph.com/news/fintech-in-the-united-kingdom-after-brexit
http://www.digitalfuturecapital.com/
https://www.coindesk.com/qe4-begins-fed-cuts-rates-buys-700b-in-bonds-bitcoin-rallies-7-7
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TOP 10 DIGITAL CURRENCY SUMMARY
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Source: coincodex.com (17.03.2020)
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WELCOME TO DIGITAL ALCHEMY

In the following pages, we
share select high-level
NikolinTM forecasts and
analysis for Bitcoin, the
largest digital currency by
market capitalisation.

These forecasts are
subject to the most recent
market data and are for
educational purposes only.

DFC employ a proprietary
Quantitative Algorithm,
named NikolinTM, providing
global market leading
cryptocurrency forecasts.

It utilises a mathematical
triangulation of both
fundamental and technical
analysis, in combination
with statistical arbitrage.
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http://www.digitalfuturecapital.com/
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Nikolin Entry and Exit Targets Shown in Chart.

7 Day Forecast:

From last weeks NikolinTM forecast, Bitcoin hit the
key reversal zone, where demand briefly held and
showed promise, until the exigent circumstances of
Covid-19 invalidated the entry targets and future
market projections.

30 Day Forecast:

NikolinTM is currently recalculating market
probabilities and hedged from GBP to Euro last
week, where our fund gained 5% since as it forecast
Sterling to come under pressure over the near-term
to the Euro and USD.

6 Month Forecast:

To be confirmed - recalculation of market
probabilities in process. While we await new high-
probability projections we remain bullish on BTC in
the near-to-mid-term and expect further gains in Q2.

Once market fears subside, investors will likely
leave cash and return to risk-on for investments, to
avoid fiat inflation from QE in combination with near
zero interest rates for cash holdings.

Source: Proprietary Forecasts Digital Future Capital (Data from 16.03.2020)

http://www.digitalfuturecapital.com/
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The Fear and Greed Index to the right is an apt
indicator of market sentiment to gauge investment
timing.

There are two simple assumptions:

Extreme fear (0), could indicate that investors are
in a state of panic leading to oversold price
conditions.

Extreme Greed (100), the market is likely in
Euphoria leading to overbought conditions.

Analysis:

In the space of the past 30 days, the market
sentiment has changed from neutral (53) to
extreme fear (9), driven by the public reaction to
the Covid-19 pandemic.

It is too early to confirm oversold conditions, yet a
buying opportunity is forming once the peak of the
economic impact of the pandemic has been
identified.
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Source: alternative.me (Data from 16.03.2020)

http://www.digitalfuturecapital.com/
https://alternative.me/crypto/fear-and-greed-index/
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Analysis of the Bitcoin Long Vs Short positions is
an indication where investors are placing their
capital.

We are observing a decline in Long positions, as
investors are growing fearful of further downside
amid rising concerns over the World Economy
following the Covid-19 outbreak.

We are observing a large percentage increase in
short positions as a reaction to the negative
market sentiment, however, Longs still outweigh
Shorts by a 1.67 : 1 ratio.

We expect shorts to outsize longs prior to a
reversal in market price action.

Data from TradingView symbol: BTCUSDLONGS and BTCUSDSHORTS

More Info: Long and Short Positions in the Market
(Data from 16.03.2020)
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http://www.digitalfuturecapital.com/
https://www.investopedia.com/ask/answers/100314/whats-difference-between-long-and-short-position-market.asp
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Source: CNN Fear and Greed Index

Analysis of the Traditional Stock Market behaviour provides an
indication of the state of the world economy and any
correlations to crypto market price action.

In light of recent events, we are observing extreme fear in both
Crypto and Traditional Markets. Bitcoin is now trading with a
correlation of 0.5 to the S&P – its highest correlation in history.

The economic uncertainties of the pandemic means macro
investors are fearful of the outcome for all major markets due
to the outbreak and retreating to cash.

A brief overview of the selected markets:

• Gold (XAUUSD): a historical “safe heaven” asset – typically 
climbs during times of crisis.

• Crude Oil (UKOIL): indicator of economic activity; fall in prices 
reduces the cost of production and sales for businesses. 

• LSE (LSE): London Stock Exchange – UK macro economics
• NYSE (NYA): New York Stock Exchange – US macro 

economics
• SSE (000001): Shanghai  Stock Exchange – Chinese macro 

economics
• JPX (NI225): Japanese Exchange Group – Japanese macro 

economics

Market Price Comments Forecast

Gold/USD $1464 Gold is showing signs of bearish reversal from a
7 year high ($1703). This reversal has come 16
days earlier than forecast, however, narrowly
missing a price target of $1722.

Gold is currently in a similar
free fall as other markets, down
12% from market top. We
expect to find critical support at
$1374

Brent
Crude/USD

$30.34 Oil has been in a corrective bear market since
2008, the current trade war between Russia
and Saudi Arabia have devastated the oil
market during the Covid-19 outbreak.

Oil is down 55% from the start
of the year, currently in a free
fall, we anticipate price support
at $23 per barrel.

LSE 5992p A merger between LSE and Refinitiv had fuelled
bullish optimism for the LSE, a parabolic run
has stopped at all time highs of 8606p

LSE is down 30% from ATH,
next price support found at
5442p.

NYSE 9567.527 As the US announced a closure of borders, all
American markets have taken a heavy loss due
to Covid-19 outbreak.

NYSE is down 31.6% from ATH,
next support at 9198.939

SSE 2780.3052 The Shanghai Stock Exchange remains stable
compared to other major markets. A similar
market stability was observed during the 2002
SARS epidemic.

The SSE is only down approx.
11% from the start of the year,
showing little volatility during
this time of crisis.

JPX 16923.29 Following a similar trend to the rest of the
Western Markets, JPX (or Nikkei) has felt the
effect of the Covid-19 outbreak

JPX has suffered a 29% loss
since the start of the year,
passing support levels. Next
support at 15572.01

http://www.digitalfuturecapital.com/
https://money.cnn.com/data/fear-and-greed/
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Bitcoin is a new form of money that's
completely digital. It can be used by
anyone, anywhere in the world. There
are no dollars, euros, pesos, or yen -
it’s a borderless currency.

Unlike traditional forms of money, there
are no physical Bitcoins. No dollar bills,
no metal coins, no plastic cards – it’s
100% digital! Which is why you can send
it as fast and cheaply as emails.

Traditional money is controlled by banks and
governments – which makes it a “centralized”
currency. This means the value of your money is
determined by how well the government is run.

Bitcoin is not controlled or regulated by any
single entity like a bank – which makes it a
“decentralized” currency. It is owned by its
users. No middlemen taking a cut makes
sending and receiving money cheaper, faster,
and easier.

Traditional money is created by
governments in unlimited quantities.
When central banks print more
money, such as Quantitative Easing,
it increases supply and decreases the
value of your money.

Bitcoin’s supply is limited to 21
million coins. There can never be
more! Why? It’s designed to be
scarce so that it increases in value
over time, which is why its up 9m% in
its first 10 years.

Bitcoin is divisible and can be spent in much
smaller units, called Satoshis, up to 8 decimal
places of 1 BTC. This means that it can also
be used for micro payments.

There is a lot of money stored in Bitcoin, so it
needs to be very secure. Bitcoin uses
mathematical cryptography to securely send
payments.

That’s why Bitcoin is called a cryptocurrency.
The code is so strong that tampering with the
currency is virtually impossible.

http://www.digitalfuturecapital.com/
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ABOUT DIGITAL FUTURE CAPITAL
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Click Here

http://www.digitalfuturecapital.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7QuIOhSvqm0&t=2s
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“Cryptocurrency Market Insight” (the report) by Digital Future Capital (DFC) is a report focusing on cryptocurrency, blockchain and fintech projects. Information published in 
the report aims to inform and educate the public about developments in the market for the rapidly emerging cryptocurrency industry.

All content that is published is for informational purposes only and no content is intended to be a recommendation for making financial transactions or investments. We do 
not provide financial advice and are not responsible for losses in the market 

• We have made every reasonable effort to ensure that the information in the report is accessible, accurate and up-to-date, but subject to technical problems, errors and 
inaccurate information may occur. 

• Investing in cryptocurrency and technology companies involves considerable risk. To understand the risk you are exposed to, we recommend that you perform your own 
analyses and seek advice from an independent and approved financial advisor before deciding to take action. Investments also have tax consequences that you must take 
responsibility for investigating and living.

• We disclaim any responsibility for expenses, losses (both direct and indirect) or damage arising from, or in any way related to, the use of information in this report. You, 
the user, are fully responsible for your own investment activities. 
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Empowering Economic Evolution
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